NATIONAL HOSTING STRATEGY SURVEY

FEBRUARY 2017
SURVEY AND COLLECTION DATA - 81 responses – 37%
SURVEY LINKS SENT - 215
• 9 Gym Sask board
• 32 Gym Sask technical Committees (judges, coaches and staff) all disciplines
• 60 parents of current Team Sask athletes all disciplines
• 6 former or current senior athletes
• 42 current or former organizing committee volunteers from major events
• 66 clubs/head coaches

Gym Sask National Hosting Strategy

Q1 Hosting Canadian Championships or
other national events is beneficial to the
growth, development and public/media
awareness of gymnastics in Saskatchewan.
Answered: 79
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Comments

Date

1

Agree but it wouldn't let me select that option above

2/28/2017 11:25 PM

2

Hosting any major event will absolutely bring awareness of gymnastics in a positive light and will spark inspiration in
people of all ages!

2/28/2017 12:03 PM

3

It might for some disciplines, but not all.

2/27/2017 10:38 PM

4

If promotion and visibility is of the event is strong across the entirety of SK - not just Saskatoon and Regina.

2/14/2017 12:19 PM

5

In our province gymnastics is not the most visabily noticable sport but hosting this event, bring much needed
awarness to the sport and draws in not only support or the competing athletes but draws a larger registration at the

2/13/2017 4:28 PM

recreational level, which in turn starts to grow the competative side for this sport.
6

strongly agree - for some reason I couldn't click on my choice above...
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Q2 How regularly should we host Canadian
Championships or other national
competitions in Saskatchewan?
Answered: 81

Skipped: 0
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38
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27
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0

Other

28.40%

23

Total Respondents: 81

#

Other

Date

1

4-6 years

2/28/2017 11:25 PM

2

That is a very difficult question to answer. That depends on many factors that should be reviewed before making a

2/28/2017 3:50 PM

commitment. You need a strong base, but you also require many others to support the process. Too often makes it
less likely to keep the community supported
3

Hosting a competition of this magnitude requires many volunteer hours. Hosting an event should be based on your
experienced volunteers..if you do not have the volunteers..don't bid to host.

2/28/2017 1:56 PM

4

once every 6-8 years It is a huge endeavour, and parental engagement is decreasing

2/28/2017 7:45 AM

5

Every 5-10 years

2/27/2017 8:11 PM

6

every 8 or so years

2/27/2017 7:47 PM

7

Every 5-7 years might be easier on the volunteers and staff.

2/22/2017 3:44 PM

8

4-5 years

2/19/2017 8:54 PM
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9

Once every four years or less - all provinces should have an opportunity and if we do it more often we will over-tax our
volunteers.

2/15/2017 2:28 PM

10

Every 4-6 years

2/14/2017 3:07 PM

11

Or every other Olympic year

2/14/2017 12:19 PM

12

Possibly every 4 or 5. It is alot of work and the other provinces need to take on some of this responsibility for our sport.

2/14/2017 9:21 AM

13

every 4 or 5 years

2/14/2017 12:57 AM

14

once every 6 or 7 years

2/13/2017 10:27 PM

15

Every 5-10 years

2/13/2017 9:34 PM

16

Every 5 - 7 is more feasible.

2/13/2017 9:07 PM

17

Sometimes, you need to find your niche in the sport. By hosting every Olympic year will give our sport the consistency
that not only the fans but the clubs need to increase interest and support. If we do it at regular intervals, new

2/13/2017 4:28 PM

volunteers can be incorportated and thus the baton, as they say can be passed ensuring the knowledge is passed
from year to year.
18

Once every 5-8 years. Every province should have the chance to host Nationals.

2/13/2017 4:14 PM

19

I think it would be nice to host an event once every Olympic cycle. Every Olympic year would be amazing!

2/13/2017 4:01 PM

20

maybe every 5th year

2/13/2017 3:23 PM

21

Capacity would dictate a Championship or National event could be hosted every 5-6 years in sask -no more.

2/13/2017 3:15 PM

22

Every Olympic year would be a bonus...as this could be one of the qualifiers for the Olympics adding a number of

2/13/2017 2:56 PM

possibilities fro sponsorship, awareness and spectatos
23

I assumed there is a cycle. Each province is given an opportunity to host.
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Q3 Would you like to see the 2020 four
discipline (WAG, MAG, TG, RG) Canadian
Championships come to Saskatchewan?
Answered: 80

Skipped: 1
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Comments

Date

1

unsure of engagement of parents in both cities

2/28/2017 7:45 AM

2

Based on the response that the local clubs and others in the province received by an increase in recreational program
registration we need to do this. As we see as with all sports,the lower levels in our competitive programs move with

2/13/2017 4:28 PM

the times and a growth in our Rec programs helps develop the competitive programs. The hype leading up to these
events draws more awareness to the individual clubs thus helping them to continue to be competitive and survive in
our communities. This is an expensive sport, but as a parent you will find a way where you can to make it work if your
child is interested and loves the sport. This will only bring more awareness to gymnastics when we are in the era of
cheer and other sports.
3

If you are going o do it make it worthwhile. High impact greater awareness. Spectators love it.
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Q4 Do you have a preference for location?
(pending facility availability)
Answered: 75

Skipped: 6
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Total Respondents: 75

#

Comments

Date

1

of course one picks the location close to home--but there needs to be a balance and rotation

2/28/2017 3:50 PM

2

Closer to home

2/28/2017 1:56 PM

3

It is more centralized in the province. I have lived in a couple communities north of Saskatoon, and when events were

2/28/2017 12:03 PM

in Regina, it was really hard to motivate families and community members to go. But events in Saskatoon, where
attended more often
4

no preference

2/28/2017 7:45 AM

5

Either/or. It has been in Regina the past two times, so it might be a nice change to host in S'toon. Any chance the new

2/27/2017 7:47 PM

arena at the U of S would be complete by 2020?
6

I don't think Regina has enough of a gymnastics presence in Saskatchewan. Currently the biggest clubs are all in the
north half of Saskatchewan and Canadians should be hosted where those people are. I don't think it would be

2/23/2017 9:40 AM

reasonable to host it in Regina and expect the majority of people and volunteers to drive several hours and stay in
hotels. Saskatoon is a much more central location.
7

no preference

2/17/2017 12:24 AM

8

Either.

2/16/2017 7:56 AM

9

No preference. Best facility that is feasible.

2/14/2017 3:07 PM

10

Larger volunteer base and the centre of the province so you can access more club support.

2/14/2017 12:19 PM

11

No preference

2/13/2017 9:07 PM

12

Regina has done it twice now and we know if works. We have the facilities available as well as the volunteers. For the
last Nationals it was very difficult getting volunteers from Saskatoon when they came to watch their athlete to

2/13/2017 4:28 PM

volunteer. They were just not that interested. I am not aware of the facilities that Saskatoon has available so I can only
comment on what we have.
13

More clubs to help spread out jobs

2/13/2017 3:44 PM
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14

Two National championships have been hosted in Regina-it really depends on capacity in Saskatoon .The provincial

2/13/2017 3:15 PM

office is extremely involved and hosting in Saskatoon could be a challenge.
15

Evraz place is ideal. Extra ice surfaces provided for centralized training

2/13/2017 2:56 PM

16

Sasktel Centre

2/13/2017 2:55 PM
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Q5 If we do not bid to host Canadian
Championships in 2020, should we consider
bidding on another event?
Answered: 80

Skipped: 1
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53
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27

2024 Canadian Championships 4 disciplines

61.25%

49
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Total Respondents: 80

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

I am unaware of what has been happening with Gym Sk and events. One does need to stay involved so something

2/28/2017 3:50 PM

needs to be happening every few years
2

My daughter is in WAG so if be willing to volunteer for those events. We'd likely only watch TG or RG

2/28/2017 12:21 PM

3

Any of the above combinations. It's good for the gymnasts to perform at home in front of family & friends now and

2/27/2017 10:38 PM

then.
4

These events are not generally huge income generators. If you did not host Canadians I would put whatever money

2/14/2017 12:19 PM

you were willing to spend there into creating an amazing invitational meet. There are huge gaps in the calendar for
WAG/MAG that you can capitalize on and this kind of event would benefit our athletes development while keeping
costs low for them.
5

or 2024 4 discipline....but not other major comp plus 2024

2/14/2017 12:57 AM
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6

Elite is not a money maker for most, so no. To be asking for 2024, we may be the wrong group to ask as all most of

2/13/2017 4:28 PM

our atheletes will be out of the sport by then. Would I still volunteer, yes! But you need to build on the knowledge that
your existing volunteers from the last national have so they in turn can pass their experience on. Sorry, I am from the
Artistic side and cannot comment on the TG or RG side. Those will more experience with those disciplines should
sound in on that.
7

I'm not sure

2/13/2017 2:55 PM

8

Canadian Gymnaestrada in 2022

2/13/2017 2:41 PM
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Q6 What gives our province (Gym Sask, our
clubs, our people) "the edge" over other
provinces who may bid for national events?
Answered: 70

Skipped: 11

#

Responses

Date

1

Even though we are a "small" province we seem to have a good strong base of volunteers. We are very welcoming to

3/1/2017 5:30 PM

the other provinces as well and try to make everyone feel at home
2

The support from the association, communities and surrounding rural area

3/1/2017 11:48 AM

3

Close proximity between event locations, lodging, and beautiful landscapes.

2/28/2017 11:25 PM

4

We all come together to work as a team for one common purpose or goal.

2/28/2017 10:42 PM

5

Experience, volunteers, expertise, success with past events, close knit community

2/28/2017 5:52 PM

6

we are not a city but a province that supports the event

2/28/2017 3:50 PM

7

Community involvement

2/28/2017 2:56 PM

8

History of hosting very successful competitions.

2/28/2017 1:56 PM

9

We have the most experience hosting multi-disciplines Nationals (we've already hosted this twice) and our disciplines

2/28/2017 1:46 PM

share resources(like volunteers and equipment)
10

Lovely location, great people, smaller cities are easier to navigate but have lots of tourism to offer

2/28/2017 12:21 PM

11

We are a growing province. It is central in the country, it's beautiful and the community is very welcoming and friendly

2/28/2017 12:03 PM

in Saskatchewan.
12

Small cities therefore time travelling from airport to venue is limited (eg: Vancouver and Toronto can be over and hour,

2/28/2017 11:40 AM

Edmonton outside city). Friendly, safe cities easy to navigate. Our hospitality.
13

Volunteer base is from the entire membership of the province and all clubs,

2/28/2017 10:49 AM

14

We are an extremely friendly province. We support one another in community and sport. We have the capacity to

2/28/2017 10:28 AM

come together to go above and beyond to plan and successfully execute a large event.
15

Experience and resource sharing across all disciplines

2/28/2017 8:44 AM

16

sense of community with many clubs working together

2/28/2017 7:45 AM

17

Many great, successful events previously held in Regina. Extremely dedicated gymnastic people who step up to help.

2/27/2017 10:38 PM

18

Our ability to bring together volunteers that are able to put on a world class event right here in the province. Add to

2/27/2017 8:11 PM

that the increased vibrancy of both major cities in the province that would also be a suitable showcase for a national
event.
19

Work ethic. Prior experience.

2/27/2017 7:47 PM

20

central location, lots space, welcoming province, reasonable cost accommodation

2/27/2017 4:11 PM

21

- Saskatchewan is super friendly and welcoming - Saskatoon is a beautiful, clean, and safe city

2/24/2017 12:46 PM

22

Support of Gymsask and volunteer base

2/23/2017 9:07 PM

23

Sense of community Volunteers who give their all

2/22/2017 3:44 PM

24

Volunteers, facilities, small city makes ease of travel to venue and more sense of community

2/19/2017 8:54 PM

25

Our fantastic volunteers who come together from all over the province and make it happen.

2/17/2017 12:36 PM

26

- history of hosting well-run events - history of hosting joint discipline events - smaller cities should mean our people

2/17/2017 12:24 AM

have more contacts within the community
27

- dedicated volunteers with big open hearts - small cities - easy to get around and nothing is far from airport -

2/16/2017 11:50 AM

experience with past events
28

Great volunteer community.

2/16/2017 7:56 AM
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29

volunteers

2/15/2017 2:42 PM

30

It's been a while since we've hosted therefore have access to more sponsorship and volunteers may be more willing

2/15/2017 2:28 PM

to help.
31

Community

2/15/2017 9:42 AM

32

Our team of workers

2/15/2017 8:49 AM

33

The volunteers and a smaller centre to make it easier to have things consolidated and not spread out over too far of a

2/15/2017 8:30 AM

place.
34

We have great volunteers!

2/14/2017 6:08 PM

35

Would have a lot of close hotels to the event, it's not an overly busy province and its right in the middle of Canada do

2/14/2017 3:22 PM

know would have to travel overly far.
36

Central location

2/14/2017 2:57 PM

37

-Support and volunteering from clubs around the province -knowledge of the sport & history of hosting successful

2/14/2017 2:19 PM

events (i.e.: Westerns, Provincials and in province sanctioned meets)
38

Sense of community. We all know each other and that in itself is a strength. Good people to utilize for their strengths.

2/14/2017 12:19 PM

39

We don't get to see many events in Saskatchewan. I think this may be an advantage to that. We have great volunteers

2/14/2017 11:38 AM

and the love of the sport here in Saskatchewan.
40

We don't host that many national events, so when we do, people are excited and wanting to attend or volunteer!

2/14/2017 11:26 AM

41

Experience Saskatchewan volunteer culture Marketing / sponsorship support 'Small town' buy in / involvement

2/14/2017 10:21 AM

Proximity of venues / facilities Ease of transportation Community of Interest support
42

Smaller pool of dedicated people wanting to help.

2/14/2017 9:21 AM

43

size of cities is conducive to hosting. Not too small, and not too big (larger centres have too many events and too

2/14/2017 12:57 AM

many choices)
44

We are small enough that we can generate some excitement for big events.

2/13/2017 10:27 PM

45

We are a growing force in all disciplines, and have the support and expertise to host these events.

2/13/2017 10:09 PM

46

Very central - Time zone differences equalized

2/13/2017 9:34 PM

47

Our past history of hosting has always been that we have run an excellent event. Having participated in at least 20

2/13/2017 9:07 PM

Championships, I know that some of the very best have been hosted in smaller cities.
48

Strong track record of volunteer involvement. Good venue options, with close proximity to hotels and other venues.

2/13/2017 8:40 PM

49

SK is always known for its volunteerism and world class events

2/13/2017 8:39 PM

50

Since bigger provinces typically win bids for national events, it would be a nice change for others to see that we are

2/13/2017 8:06 PM

also a great place in which to visit and compete. Being a small province, I feel there is a real sense of community in
the gymnastics world in Saskatchewan and, because of this, I believe that Gym Sask members would work hard
together to make a great national competition.
51

Exhibition Park in Regina meets all the requirements to hold National events.

2/13/2017 7:49 PM

52

We are conveniently located in the middle of the country in terms of travel.

2/13/2017 6:09 PM

53

We have done it for the first time (4 disciplines) and were amazing at it. Other Nationals are judged by what we put

2/13/2017 4:28 PM

together. Can anyone do it better... maybe. But we know we can and will surpass what we have done in the past and
after two very successful Nationals everyone knows what we can do.
54

Great organizers! Gym Sask events are always well-planned and have the nicest people running the events. We also

2/13/2017 4:01 PM

have been able to use large venues in the past which is attractive.
55

Past successes due to the experience and knowledge of management and volunteers.

2/13/2017 3:51 PM

56

Hosted westerns here a few years ago

2/13/2017 3:44 PM

57

Great people

2/13/2017 3:28 PM

58

Lots of people who are willing to volunteer their time and passionate athletes.

2/13/2017 3:23 PM

59

Our volunteers are hard-working and our events always run smoothly.

2/13/2017 3:19 PM
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60

The events have been well supported ;we put on good events; we appear to bring the national groups together in a

2/13/2017 3:15 PM

friendly ,less competitive atmosphere.
61

We have great facilities in both regina and Saskatoon to host all four disciplines (both soccer centres are more than

2/13/2017 2:58 PM

capable) the cities are small enough that there is no issue with getting around of staying too far away form competition
but large enough that they have everything competitors could need.
62

The volunteers are committed and willing to step up to the plate

2/13/2017 2:56 PM

63

we are central to the country and have low hotel and tourism costs. The beauty of saskatchewan in the springtime.

2/13/2017 2:55 PM

64

I'm not sure.

2/13/2017 2:55 PM

65

The amount of people in Saskatchewan that love to volunteer

2/13/2017 2:53 PM

66

Our volunteers. Centrally located for travel from across canada

2/13/2017 2:45 PM

67

We have strong leaders and people with knowledge and experience in running national events.

2/13/2017 2:45 PM

68

Community

2/13/2017 2:43 PM

69

Have hosted less events, which gives fresh eyes and new perspective. Smaller city so less travel time.

2/13/2017 2:41 PM

70

Saskatchewan has a great history of volunteerism.

2/13/2017 2:40 PM
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Q7 What would we need to improve in order
to do a good job of hosting a national
event?
Answered: 60

Skipped: 21

#

Responses

Date

1

Co-operation between clubs in the province and communication between the clubs, Gym Sask & Gym Canada

3/1/2017 5:30 PM

2

Not sure

3/1/2017 11:48 AM

3

Don't have any large gymnastics facilities

2/28/2017 11:25 PM

4

Numbers of volunteers... really advertise to everyone in the city to get involved... many hands make light work!

2/28/2017 10:42 PM

5

Better promotion of our sport ongoing

2/28/2017 10:27 PM

6

?

2/28/2017 5:52 PM

7

A good facility. Corporate sponsors

2/28/2017 2:56 PM

8

Finances, dedicated, knowledgeable, team leaders and volunteers

2/28/2017 1:56 PM

9

We need to recruit people from other towns and cities in the province so all the work doesn't fall on one club

2/28/2017 1:46 PM

10

Not sure. Probably facilities

2/28/2017 12:03 PM

11

I wasn't involved in 2012 to be able to compare - sorry

2/28/2017 11:40 AM

12

Engaging clubs/volunteers from all over Sask wherever possible

2/28/2017 8:44 AM

13

parent engagement

2/28/2017 7:45 AM

14

We already do a good job but more volunteers can always be valuable.

2/27/2017 10:38 PM

15

Logistics would need to be on point.

2/27/2017 8:11 PM

16

more commitment from volunteers

2/27/2017 4:11 PM

17

- facility availability - it would have to be a fair size I think - support from hotels, restaurants, sight seeing venues, etc.

2/24/2017 12:46 PM

18

I think our Province would need to be more progressive in order to be competitive. I feel like Saskatchewan is
currently holding on to some outdated mentalities towards gymnastics and the best way to run meets and if we want to

2/23/2017 9:40 AM

be enticing, we need to be prepared to be progressive. Ie. our province is still resistant to using live scoring and
hosting meets outside of the club facility, but if we want to grow that is something that needs to be considered in the
new JO program in order to really embrace the ability for this program to grow.
19

Secure staff and volunteers to commit to a year or two of planning

2/22/2017 3:44 PM

20

Get more new people involved in committees not just as volunteers. New faces give new ideas and broadens the

2/19/2017 8:54 PM

scope of people available to volunteer.
21

Better promotion of gymnastics as a sport in general in order to create more interest in attending and volunteering at

2/17/2017 12:36 PM

the event. Ther seems to be a large decline in the number of high level gymnasts in saskatchewan
22

- inter discipline cooperation

2/17/2017 12:24 AM

23

- increased media

2/16/2017 11:50 AM

24

Gymnastic facilities.

2/16/2017 7:56 AM

25

Recruitment of a strong organizing committee, sponsorship committee, and a volunteer base that is excited to help.

2/15/2017 2:28 PM

26

More social media updates, posts and a way to increase followers. Email all clubs, coaches, judges and board

2/15/2017 9:42 AM

members to follow gym sask on instagram, twitter, snapchat & Facebook. Start doing live videos. Get a representative
into the clubs more often. So club members know the staff behind the desk and phone
27

Unsure

2/15/2017 8:49 AM

28

Food services for the athletes, coaches, judges and volunteers.

2/15/2017 8:30 AM
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29

Perhaps start the planning process earlier?

2/14/2017 6:08 PM

30

Getting as many volunteers as possible, and making sure that there would be enough space for everyone to attend if

2/14/2017 3:22 PM

that was the case
31

Recruitment strategy for volunteer committee's and volunteers at the event.

2/14/2017 3:07 PM

32

Build volunteer base

2/14/2017 2:57 PM

33

-advertising and PR - having a broader base of club support - incentives for clubs to help out/support - reaching out to
community programs & schools to come support the event

2/14/2017 2:19 PM

34

Accessing more of our club community for help.

2/14/2017 12:19 PM

35

Not sure

2/14/2017 11:38 AM

36

We'd need a good venue, with good access, and lots of volunteerism

2/14/2017 11:26 AM

37

I think our record speaks for itself.

2/14/2017 9:21 AM

38

we already have what is needed.

2/14/2017 12:57 AM

39

We have the ability and support structures in place to host - the clubs need to work together .

2/13/2017 9:34 PM

40

Improve the profile of the cities/province to attract excitement in attending a national event.

2/13/2017 8:40 PM

41

Start early. Get good sponsorship across a broad spectrum of businesses specifically targeting places/services we
may need to utilize like Web services for live feed/ Sktel/ photography/video/ hotels..etc,etc

2/13/2017 8:39 PM

42

Equipment for TG.

2/13/2017 8:06 PM

43

Volunteer recruitment

2/13/2017 7:49 PM

44

Honestly, money in the form of sponsorship so we can pass on more financial profit to the clubs volunteering. In
addition, find a way to improve the experience that the athletes and coaches have so they cannot stop talking about

2/13/2017 4:28 PM

their experience... reach higher than we did before. Make this event to talk not only of the city it is hosted in but the
province. We get behind our football team, now we need to find a way for them to get behind and supporting
gymnastics. A lot of this has to come from the National level and the hype they start putting into their own National
Team and the upcoming Olympics...
45

For Canadian Chanpionships, it is very nice for the athletes to have their lodging, eating, training and competition
venues at walking distances away. Taking a bus back and forth is not as ideal, but can be done if the busses come
frequently enough and the bus rides are not too long.

2/13/2017 4:01 PM

46

I think we do a damn good job as it is.

2/13/2017 3:51 PM

47

Building with adequate viewing

2/13/2017 3:44 PM

48

Treating each discipline equally

2/13/2017 3:28 PM

49

ensure we have accommodations for athletes and spectators

2/13/2017 3:23 PM

50

More volunteers?

2/13/2017 3:19 PM

51

We need to reach out to newer volunteers.

2/13/2017 3:15 PM

52

Cooperation from the NSO, especially in securing ongoing sponsorship

2/13/2017 2:56 PM

53

VENUE - we need to have a venue that would accommodate this large of an event.

2/13/2017 2:55 PM

54

I think it will be a challenge to get the required number of volunteers.

2/13/2017 2:55 PM

55

We would need a top notch facility

2/13/2017 2:54 PM

56

Strong leadership at the start of the planning stage with a volunteer committee

2/13/2017 2:45 PM

57

Unsure, we have always run successful events, in my opinion.

2/13/2017 2:45 PM

58

Advertising

2/13/2017 2:43 PM

59

Ensure that we have a large space, with appropriate size, and ceiling height.

2/13/2017 2:41 PM

60

Teamwork among the clubs across the province. The team work among WAG clubs could be better.

2/13/2017 2:40 PM
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Q8 What might be some barriers we could
encounter?
Answered: 69

Skipped: 12

#

Responses

Date

1

Facilities, lack of volunteers with experience running an event like this, lack of support of the clubs outside the hosting

3/1/2017 5:30 PM

city, lack of volunteers
2

Finding volunteers

3/1/2017 11:48 AM

3

Volunteer numbers and coordination

2/28/2017 11:25 PM

4

If not promoted well not enough volunteers... lots of times it's the same people volunteering and people are getting
worn out.

2/28/2017 10:42 PM

5

Lack of our own promotion of gymnastics daily,monthly,and seasonslly

2/28/2017 10:27 PM

6

Hotels/Transportation

2/28/2017 2:56 PM

7

Affordable venue, not enough volunteers, or sponsors.

2/28/2017 1:56 PM

8

Barriers could be geography and expensive cost of hosting

2/28/2017 1:46 PM

9

Smaller clubs means smaller volunteer base. Venue size

2/28/2017 12:21 PM

10

Flights to SK are sometimes more expensive than out of a bigger airport.

2/28/2017 11:40 AM

11

Hotel costs in the city, and transportation to the city

2/28/2017 10:49 AM

12

Volunteer staff, facility availability.

2/28/2017 10:28 AM

13

Geography and cost of facility rental

2/28/2017 8:44 AM

14

parent engagement

2/28/2017 7:45 AM

15

Don't know.

2/27/2017 10:38 PM

16

Flights in and out of both cities can cause issues due to the lack of flexibility.

2/27/2017 8:11 PM

17

lack of equipment

2/27/2017 4:11 PM

18

- Saskatoon is small and has few big sightseeing places to draw from

2/24/2017 12:46 PM

19

Not enough volunteers/ interest at club level

2/23/2017 9:07 PM

20

I think we will face difficulties with finding volunteers to run the meet if we try and host too often.

2/23/2017 9:40 AM

21

Facility availability Lack of sponsors

2/22/2017 3:44 PM

22

Expenses, facilities for 4 discipline championship

2/19/2017 8:54 PM

23

Shortage of volunteers to organize the event. Availability of facilities.

2/17/2017 12:36 PM

24

- recruiting sufficient number of volunteers - affordable venue of appropriate size with nearby accommodations -

2/17/2017 12:24 AM

attracting sponsors
25

- smaller population from which to draw volunteers

2/16/2017 11:50 AM

26

Lack of sponsorship, accommodation, volunteers, facilities,

2/16/2017 7:56 AM

27

limited population and numbers

2/15/2017 2:42 PM

28

volunteers... location

2/15/2017 2:28 PM

29

Seeding is a busy time in our province. Feb to may is hectic for provincial level clubs with meets of attending and

2/15/2017 9:42 AM

hosting.
30

Weather. Number of large events at the same time in the host community.

2/15/2017 8:49 AM

31

We don't have the advantage of the university being able to hold the gymnastics competition.

2/15/2017 8:30 AM

32

Depending on the dates, the adequate number of volunteers.

2/14/2017 6:08 PM
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33

The government not letting us host a national event and possibly not having enough money to host it.

2/14/2017 3:22 PM

34

Lack of volunteer committee members. Facilities large enough to host the event. Costs associated with the facility

2/14/2017 3:07 PM

rental.
35

Not enough volunteers/sponsors

2/14/2017 2:57 PM

36

-geographical location -cost of travel to SK -cost of accommodations for athletes

2/14/2017 2:19 PM

37

Geographical location.

2/14/2017 12:19 PM

38

Getting a facility is sometimes difficult. We would need to get lots of volunteers as well.

2/14/2017 11:38 AM

39

Gymnastics isn't as popular as some sports (though it should be!) so we would need to make sure the event was well

2/14/2017 11:26 AM

marketed
40

Venues / accommodation for 4 disciplines Volunteer base would probably be okay

2/14/2017 10:21 AM

41

Volunteers are always hard to find. We live in a very busy society now where people don't have as much free time as

2/14/2017 9:21 AM

they once did.
42

Interclub competition instead of cooperation for positions and for the benefits

2/14/2017 12:57 AM

43

Harder and harder to find volunteers.

2/13/2017 10:27 PM

44

Not having enough volunteers.

2/13/2017 10:09 PM

45

Volunteer availability, lack of participation of all clubs

2/13/2017 9:34 PM

46

Travel arrangements are more expensive. Limited work force in the Gymnastics community compared to larger
centres. Clubs working successfully together, sharing responsibilities and profits.

2/13/2017 9:07 PM

47

Small venues, lack of lodging options, infrastructure/logistics challenges.

2/13/2017 8:40 PM

48

At this point economic downturn turn may decrease sponsorship ability...which is all the more reason to start early and
get as many as you can.

2/13/2017 8:39 PM

49

Ensuring that a large event runs smoothly (especially with 4 disciplines) - finding an appropriate venue, keeping the

2/13/2017 8:06 PM

flights running on time, ensuring all delegations have room and board.
50

Limited volunteer base

2/13/2017 7:49 PM

51

It could be challenging to ensure we have enough volunteers depending on the magnitude of the event we are

2/13/2017 6:09 PM

hosting.
52

Cross sponsorship... building supports one product, event a competitor. This has been fought and won with Evraz, we

2/13/2017 4:28 PM

just need to find a way to make it work, without accepting no. Volunteers, are just not what they used to be. People
want to know what thy approaching the Christian high schools who have volunteer hours... make them a partner a year
in advance. Not only are these bodies to volunteer but bodies in the stands during work hours. Just an idea... Also
supporting the student's in their school participating... Or one or two schools vs the district, sign on the sports oriented
schools.
53

Marketing and promoting the event to generate larger attendance.

2/13/2017 4:01 PM

54

Lack of volunteers.

2/13/2017 3:51 PM

55

Hotels

2/13/2017 3:44 PM

56

Volunteer numbers

2/13/2017 3:28 PM

57

Not being able to get a facility. Not having enough volunteers.

2/13/2017 3:19 PM

58

Sponsorship /money is tighter and tighter. Facilities and equipment are more costly.

2/13/2017 3:15 PM

59

We don't have the largest community for any of the disciplines

2/13/2017 2:58 PM

60

Fundraising...based on economy

2/13/2017 2:56 PM

61

volunteers or maybe transportation

2/13/2017 2:55 PM

62

Lack of volunteers. A suitable space with nearby accommodations.

2/13/2017 2:55 PM

63

Venue

2/13/2017 2:54 PM

64

The right venue

2/13/2017 2:53 PM

65

Volunteer fatigue. Cost of venues

2/13/2017 2:45 PM
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66

Accommodations may be a barrier in either city.

2/13/2017 2:45 PM

67

Volunteer shortages

2/13/2017 2:43 PM

68

Public transportation, hotel availability.

2/13/2017 2:41 PM

69

Lack of teamwork across the WAG clubs.

2/13/2017 2:40 PM
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Q9 What are the major
advantages/opportunities of hosting major
events such as 2020 Canadian
Championships?
Answered: 69

Skipped: 12

#

Responses

Date

1

It can be a great 'money maker' for the Provincial body, its advantageous for the 'home' athletes as they dont have to
travel and more family is able to watch them compete

3/1/2017 5:30 PM

2

Publicity, allow local gymnasts to participate and watch a major event

3/1/2017 11:48 AM

3

Profile for potential and current gymnasts

2/28/2017 11:25 PM

4

Promotion of our sport, increased interest/new enrolments and revenue to the city and clubs.

2/28/2017 10:42 PM

5

Exposure

2/28/2017 10:27 PM

6

Building a strong base of athletes, judges,planning committees

2/28/2017 5:52 PM

7

Recognition for gymnastics in Sask and dollars to the province

2/28/2017 2:56 PM

8

Financial Promotional Show casing local athletes

2/28/2017 1:56 PM

9

Advantage/opportunities is increased promotion of the sport/club in our own communities

2/28/2017 1:46 PM

10

Enthusiasm for the sport grows, younger athletes have the opportunity to see where the sport can take them, it's a

2/28/2017 12:21 PM

financial boost to Gym Sask to offer more funding for gym Sask athletes and to plug into programs
11

Brings awareness to the sport, gets community to work together, builds stronger community. Inspires and ignited

2/28/2017 12:03 PM

passion in those who are able to get to the event. Helps bring money into our province
12

Promotes Gymnastics in SK and is a great money maker.

2/28/2017 11:40 AM

13

Increase awareness of top level athletes in province as well as the sport in general

2/28/2017 10:49 AM

14

Exposure to the sport in our province.

2/28/2017 10:28 AM

15

Increased exposure in the community as well as showcasing Sask talent on the Canadian stage

2/28/2017 8:44 AM

16

Great for the gymnasts. Great for the sport to be showcased in Regina. More exposure of the sport & disciplines.

2/27/2017 10:38 PM

17

Economic benefit Showcasing our cities and provinces Proving why Saskatchewanians are the best hosts ;)

2/27/2017 8:11 PM

18

Excitement around Olympic year.

2/27/2017 7:47 PM

19

promoting the city, growth recognition of prairie athletes

2/27/2017 4:11 PM

20

- discipline exposure, elite athletes from across the country come - potential for our athletes to meet role models -

2/24/2017 12:46 PM

allow Saskatoon to see the sport in a whole new light
21

Generate income and increase the exposure to gym in sask

2/23/2017 9:07 PM

22

I think a major advantage is not only to attract people to gymnastics, but also to engage the current gymnastics

2/23/2017 9:40 AM

population in Saskatchewan. It would also be good to show the rest of Canada what kind of quality people we have in
gymnastics in Saskatchewan.
23

Public and media awareness increased interest in club programs - increased membership athletes can compete at
home

2/22/2017 3:44 PM

24

Home field advantage for our athletes, media exposure for the sport

2/19/2017 8:54 PM

25

A great opportunity to showcase the sports and a create a renewed interest in all of the disciplines which in turn brings
a financial benefit to the clubs.

2/17/2017 12:36 PM

26

- local athletes can have friends and family watch - learning opportunities for local coaches, judges, athletes - large
events in smaller cities usually have a bigger media profile than in larger cities

2/17/2017 12:24 AM

27

- raising awareness of gymnastics

2/16/2017 11:50 AM
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28

increased profile for gymnastics and for Saskatchewan

2/16/2017 7:56 AM

29

increase in tourism

2/15/2017 2:42 PM

30

Income exposure to high level gymnastics

2/15/2017 2:28 PM

31

Media coverage for the entire sport. Clubs, coaches, judges & volunteers to come together from over the province.

2/15/2017 9:42 AM

32

Awareness of our sport. Financial gain for the sport and for the host community.

2/15/2017 8:49 AM

33

It will be the best gymnastics of the next four years since it's leading up to the Olympics.

2/15/2017 8:30 AM

34

The boost in registration at the local club.

2/14/2017 6:08 PM

35

Saskatchewan could see how important gymnastics is in Canada. Friends and family wouldn't have to travel far to
watch there friend or family member

2/14/2017 3:22 PM

36

Bring the gymnastic community together. Raise awareness about the sport.

2/14/2017 3:07 PM

37

Publicity for the sport

2/14/2017 2:57 PM

38

-exposure for Gymnastics SK -beneficial for our athletes to compete at home -beneficial for other gymnasts and

2/14/2017 2:19 PM

members of gymnastics to see a high level competition
39

For SK athletes/coaches - less cost and more visibility For officials/parents - Seeing the best of the best at home

2/14/2017 12:19 PM

40

Our athletes would have the opportunity to watch and see what they could be doing when they get older. Brings in lots

2/14/2017 11:38 AM

of tourism as well.
41

It would give our own gymnasts and clubs a boost. Would create more interest in the sport.

2/14/2017 11:26 AM

42

Exposure / promotion of gymnastics, Sk, Clubs Volunteer development Succession planning Showcasing provincial
talent Partnership development Demonstrated financial success

2/14/2017 10:21 AM

43

Planning and work that goes into it; most people do it on the side of their already hectic lives.

2/14/2017 9:21 AM

44

Having local gym folks rub shoulders with Canada's best athletes, coaches and judges. Saving travel $ and making $
to run programs to support Sask gymnasts.

2/14/2017 12:57 AM

45

Financial, and exposure of the public to the sport

2/13/2017 10:27 PM

46

Growing our gym community, raising awareness for all gymnastics disciplines.

2/13/2017 10:09 PM

47

Exposure - Showcases our athletes - improves our reputations nationally. More opportunities for coaches to network.

2/13/2017 9:34 PM

48

Exposure for the sport. Financially less expensive for our own teams to travel. New equipment available for purchase

2/13/2017 9:07 PM

by local clubs at reduced prices. Media exposure.
49

Improves the profile of the sport and encourages participation and enrolment.

2/13/2017 8:40 PM

50

SK tourism, show off our talents and beauty.

2/13/2017 8:39 PM

51

It would bring a lot more interest into gymnastics, either for young kids or even for adults. It also would have the
opportunity to bring in money for both the province and Gym Sask.

2/13/2017 8:06 PM

52

Media attention and funding for GymSask.

2/13/2017 7:49 PM

53

There would certainly be a spike in the number of kids joining gymnastics in the province.

2/13/2017 6:09 PM

54

Much needed money to the provincial clubs, through profits from volunteer hours. Awareness to the sport, thus

2/13/2017 4:28 PM

increasing registrations. Then in turn getting kids active. No longer the incentive with the loss of the active tax break.
Healthy students leads to less health issues as adults helping reduce medical budgets as they get older. Draws
athletes to province, which if offered, can in the future draw extra athletes to their individual meets in the future...
exposure, exposure. Province awareness... tourism is one of our largest trades, lets help it!
55

Increased interest in the sport in Saskatchewan. Great opportunity for Sask athletes to compete at such a large event

2/13/2017 4:01 PM

at home.
56

Hopefully there would be a financial benefit. Certainly it raises the profile of the sport in our province.

2/13/2017 3:51 PM

57

awareness of the sport

2/13/2017 3:23 PM

58

Bringing more awareness to gymnastics in our community, raising money for clubs in need.

2/13/2017 3:19 PM

59

Provincially less costly for teams-but offset by risk on hosting. There is money to be made even in a stripped down
Championships. Promotion of the sport is one of the major benefits.

2/13/2017 3:15 PM
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60

allowing people to be more exposed to the elite athletes will help our community grow. especially in a competitive

2/13/2017 2:58 PM

nature rather than the rec programming
61

Economic impact to the city. Awareness of the sport. Younger athletes looking up to potential role models

2/13/2017 2:56 PM

62

economic spin off and "our name on the map" for hosting success

2/13/2017 2:55 PM

63

Bringing tourists to our beautiful city. Increase in interest in the sports.

2/13/2017 2:55 PM

64

More awereness to the sport and local economy

2/13/2017 2:54 PM

65

Increased awareness of gymnastics, this beneficial to our clubs for enrolement in gymnastics programming

2/13/2017 2:45 PM

66

Increased awareness of gymnastics in our province, especially during an Olympic year.

2/13/2017 2:45 PM

67

Allows younger athletes to view higher level competitions.

2/13/2017 2:43 PM

68

Money brought in for city as well as GymSask. Opportunity to showcase and advertise gymnastics in province.

2/13/2017 2:41 PM

69

Fundraising for the sport and clubs.

2/13/2017 2:40 PM
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Q10 Would your club be able/willing to
provide volunteers to assist with running a
major event, and encourage them to be
involved?
Answered: 72

Skipped: 9

Yes

No

Not sure

Depends on the
financial...

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Answer Choices

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Yes

68.06%

49

No

0.00%

0

Not sure

29.17%

21

Depends on the financial benefit to my club

16.67%

12

Total Respondents: 72

#

Comment

Date

1

I think all clubs are willing to provide volunteers, it just depends on if the members are willing to do it

3/1/2017 5:30 PM

2

Most likely I know our athletes and parents would love to watch one so I am sure they would support one

3/1/2017 11:48 AM

3

no club

2/28/2017 3:50 PM

4

I would like to say that GA would encourage parents to get involved. People volunteer fo all kinds of reasons...I know
that the number of parents volunteering has significantly declined over the passed 10 years.

2/28/2017 1:56 PM

5

Financial Benefit either to the club or directly to athlete programs a huge benefit.

2/28/2017 11:40 AM

6

not sure the extent though

2/28/2017 7:45 AM

7

I'm not affiliated with a club.

2/27/2017 8:11 PM

8

Not currently affiliated with a club at that level

2/23/2017 9:40 AM

9

Not involved with a club right now but would consider volunteering

2/17/2017 12:36 PM

10

n/a

2/17/2017 12:24 AM
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11

I sure hope so. Sadly i bet it would depend on financial benefit. I would do all i can to convince folks it's a great idea in

2/16/2017 11:50 AM

any case.
12

I can volunteer, but I cannot speak for the club I am affiliated with.

2/15/2017 8:30 AM

13

If it is close to Regina this may be something they would be able to do.

2/14/2017 11:38 AM

14

don't really have club.

2/14/2017 12:57 AM

15

Financial benefit would be added incentive

2/13/2017 9:34 PM

16

I am not in the position to answer this.

2/13/2017 9:07 PM

17

I say yes, but honestly those who volunteer now will volunteer for Nationals. One of the differences I noticed between
the 2 Regina clubs during the 2 difference Nationals was the view point the club took. For the first Nationals, we as

2/13/2017 4:28 PM

members were asked to do double commitments. Our house meet and Nationals, it was sold properly to the members
and we bought in... more we volunteered the more money the club got. The second time, the club we were at did not
ask this, just basic volunteers. At the time the club was paying an hourly fee for volunteer hours, many asked, what do
I get paid... With this mind set it was difficult to convince everyone to make the step and volunteer. Basically, we all
need to get back to the grass roots of volunteering and do it because it is for the better good and the right thing to do...
always help those who need it without your hand out.
18

I am not part of a club.

2/13/2017 3:51 PM

19

N/a-not a club. Private member.

2/13/2017 3:15 PM

20

I don't belong to a club, but I am willing to assist

2/13/2017 2:56 PM

21

Yes, I would love to be a part of a big gymnastics event.

2/13/2017 2:55 PM

22

Would depend on the location of the event - Regina is closer to us, more people would be willing to travel there.

2/13/2017 2:45 PM
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Q11 Would YOU personally volunteer to
help run a Canadian Championship or
major national event?
Answered: 81

Skipped: 0

Yes, I would
volunteer as...

Yes, I would
volunteer on...

Yes, I would
volunteer to...

Depends on a
financial...

No I would not
volunteer

Other (please
specify)
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Answer Choices

Responses

Yes, I would volunteer as a Management Committee Director (2 years)

17.28%

14

Yes, I would volunteer on the Organizing Committee in a specific area (1 year)

35.80%

29

Yes, I would volunteer to work while the event is running (by day/session)

76.54%

62

Depends on a financial benefit to me (via club fundraising credits)

3.70%

3

No I would not volunteer

1.23%

1

Other (please specify)

14.81%

12

Total Respondents: 81

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

As long as I can work it into my schedule

3/1/2017 11:48 AM

2

My personal situation limits my ability to volunteer tome

2/28/2017 10:27 PM

3

yes, would be willing to help in some form

2/28/2017 3:50 PM

4

I would volunteer and would try to get my three kids to volunteer. And anyone else in our club. I would promote it all

2/28/2017 12:03 PM

over our community
5

Yes, if it a Regina hosted event. Travelling to Saskatoon for meetings etc. wouldn't benefit.

2/28/2017 11:40 AM

6

I enjoyed my role as WAG floor manager last time and would reprise this if asked.

2/14/2017 12:19 PM

7

I am usually judging at this event therefore sort of volunteering in my own way.

2/14/2017 9:21 AM
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8

Abilbity to volunteer to a larger extent based on availability at the time

2/13/2017 9:34 PM

9

I hope to be competing in the next one!

2/13/2017 4:01 PM

10

I'm not sure what these jobs would entail specifically and I do t know if I'm qualified but I'm willing to help out well in

2/13/2017 3:19 PM

advance.
11

I would be willing to do whatever,depending on my current emploment.

2/13/2017 2:56 PM

12

I would help as much as possible.

2/13/2017 2:55 PM
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Q12 Please tell us about yourself. Check all
that apply please.
Answered: 81

Skipped: 0

Competitive
Club Coach o...
Recreational/Pe
rformance Cl...
Club/Gym Sask
Administrato...
Club President
or Club/Gym...
Gym Sask
Technical...
Parent/Family
Member of a...
Former or
Current...
Current or
Former Judge
Other (please
specify)
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Answer Choices

Responses

Competitive Club Coach or Head Coach

23.46%

19

Recreational/Performance Club Coach or Head Coach

12.35%

10

Club/Gym Sask Administrator/Admin Staff

11.11%

9

Club President or Club/Gym Sask Board/Executive Member

17.28%

14

Gym Sask Technical Committee Member

12.35%

10

Parent/Family Member of a Competitive Gymnast in any discipline

48.15%

39

Former or Current Volunteer/Staff on a Major Event Organizing Committee

33.33%

27

Current or Former Judge

27.16%

22

Other (please specify)

19.75%

16

Total Respondents: 81

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

In another life..all the above!

2/28/2017 1:56 PM
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2

I'm my career I've organized events, nothing as major as this though.

2/28/2017 12:21 PM

3

National team coach diving

2/28/2017 10:49 AM

4

Not all at the same time.

2/27/2017 10:38 PM

5

Former athlete, coach and board member

2/27/2017 8:11 PM

6

parent of former competitive gymnast

2/19/2017 8:54 PM

7

Previous job in tourism and event planning

2/16/2017 11:50 AM

8

Over 40 years experience in the sport and worked with Nationals twice

2/15/2017 8:49 AM

9

Gymnast

2/14/2017 3:22 PM

10

Executive Director

2/14/2017 3:07 PM

11

Former athlete

2/14/2017 9:21 AM

12

retired coach

2/14/2017 12:57 AM

13

Competitive Gymnast (TG)

2/13/2017 8:06 PM

14

Competitive Athlete

2/13/2017 6:09 PM

15

Athlete

2/13/2017 4:01 PM

16

have volunteered on the organizing committee of the "93 grey cup, world junior hockey organizing committee, and
other volunteer events throughout my life.

2/13/2017 2:55 PM
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Q13 Please provide your current club
affiliation (if any).
Answered: 68

Skipped: 13

Answer Choices

Responses
100.00%

Club Affiliation (if any)

68

#

Club Affiliation (if any)

Date

1

Gymnastics Adventure (T&T)

3/1/2017 5:30 PM

2

Carnduff gymnastics club

3/1/2017 11:48 AM

3

Marian

2/28/2017 11:25 PM

4

Taiso

2/28/2017 10:42 PM

5

Q.c.k.

2/28/2017 10:27 PM

6

GA

2/28/2017 2:56 PM

7

Amazing Adventure

2/28/2017 1:56 PM

8

WRGC

2/28/2017 1:46 PM

9

Gymnastic adventure

2/28/2017 12:27 PM

10

Can-Am

2/28/2017 12:21 PM

11

Tisdsle Twisters

2/28/2017 12:03 PM

12

WRGC

2/28/2017 11:40 AM

13

Taiso

2/28/2017 10:49 AM

14

Can-Am Gymnastics Club

2/28/2017 10:28 AM

15

WRGC

2/28/2017 8:44 AM

16

Qck

2/28/2017 7:58 AM

17

Marian

2/28/2017 7:45 AM

18

Adamo RGC

2/27/2017 10:38 PM

19

n/a

2/27/2017 8:11 PM

20

Can-Am

2/27/2017 4:11 PM

21

Maximum Gymnastics

2/24/2017 12:46 PM

22

n/a

2/17/2017 12:24 AM

23

GA

2/16/2017 11:50 AM

24

QCK

2/16/2017 7:56 AM

25

taiso

2/15/2017 2:42 PM

26

Marian

2/15/2017 2:28 PM

27

Gymtastiks

2/15/2017 9:42 AM

28

Gymtastiks of Moose Jaw

2/15/2017 8:49 AM

29

GA

2/15/2017 8:30 AM

30

Taiso Gymnastics Club

2/14/2017 6:08 PM

31

Gymnastics Adventure

2/14/2017 3:22 PM

32

Can-Am Gymnastics

2/14/2017 3:07 PM
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33

Gymnastics Adventure

2/14/2017 2:57 PM

34

Can-Am Gymnastics Club

2/14/2017 2:19 PM

35

GA

2/14/2017 1:36 PM

36

PA

2/14/2017 12:19 PM

37

Airbourne gymnastics club (Weyburn)

2/14/2017 11:38 AM

38

Meadow Lake Gymnastics

2/14/2017 11:26 AM

39

Taiso

2/14/2017 9:21 AM

40

Taiso

2/14/2017 12:57 AM

41

Ritmo

2/13/2017 10:09 PM

42

Marian

2/13/2017 9:34 PM

43

Marian

2/13/2017 9:07 PM

44

Queen City Gymnastics (Regina)

2/13/2017 8:40 PM

45

Can-Am Gymnastics

2/13/2017 8:39 PM

46

Can-Am Gymnastics

2/13/2017 8:06 PM

47

QCK

2/13/2017 7:49 PM

48

Can Am

2/13/2017 6:09 PM

49

QCK Gymnastics - S Franklin

2/13/2017 4:28 PM

50

Taiso

2/13/2017 4:14 PM

51

Taiso & QCK

2/13/2017 4:01 PM

52

QCK and WRGC

2/13/2017 3:51 PM

53

Taiso and Canam

2/13/2017 3:44 PM

54

GA

2/13/2017 3:28 PM

55

Gymnastics Adventure

2/13/2017 3:23 PM

56

Gymnastics Adventure

2/13/2017 3:19 PM

57

Nil-independent

2/13/2017 3:15 PM

58

Ritmo Gymnastics

2/13/2017 2:58 PM

59

granddaughter currently participating at QCK Regina

2/13/2017 2:56 PM

60

can-am, saskatoon

2/13/2017 2:55 PM

61

Can Am Gymnastics

2/13/2017 2:55 PM

62

Can Am Gymnastics

2/13/2017 2:54 PM

63

Can-Am Gymnastics - Saskatoon

2/13/2017 2:53 PM

64

Taiso

2/13/2017 2:45 PM

65

Yorkton Springers Gymnastics Club

2/13/2017 2:45 PM

66

Taiso Gymnastics Club

2/13/2017 2:43 PM

67

RRGC

2/13/2017 2:41 PM

68

QCK

2/13/2017 2:40 PM
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